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Revision work

 Use of verbs such as suggest: Graver, pp. 40-42

 Countable and uncountable nouns: Swan parag. 148, pp. 128-132, 

Graver Irregular plurals, pp. 251

 Discourse markers: Swan parag. 157, pp. 138-145

 Vocabulary work: Graver pp. 230-237
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Criterion Features Questions
Subject matter  subject matter/topic

 degree of specialisation

 research

 Are you familiar with the topic?

 How specialised is the ST?

 What research needs to be done?

Purpose  use of the ST and TT

 ST and TT readership

 instructions for translation

 Who/what is the ST written for?

 Is the end use of the TT known?

 Is there a translation brief? If so, is it 

helpful?

Genre (text type)  types of speech and writing 

recognised by a language 

community (e.g. adverts, 

public notices, contracts, 

certificates)

 What type of text is it?

 Are you familiar with this text type?

 Have you access to similar TL types?

Format  physical layout

 presentational features

 Are there any specific formatting or 

presentational elements?

 Are there any special formatting 

instruction for the TT?



Language 

structure

 grammar

 syntax

 punctuation

 How complex is the sentence structure of 

the TT?

 How complex is the syntax and grammar?

 Is ST punctuation used differently to TL 

norms?

Lexis and register  vocabulary/terminology

 social register

 professional register

 Is the lexis general and straightforward?

 How much specialised terminology is 

there? Does this need research?

 Does the language belong to a particular 

register or registers?

Stylistic features  markers that signal a writer’s 

idiolect (language and 

formal features)

 Are there any particular features that 

distinguish the author’s writing style?

 If so, what implications are there for the 

TT?

Organisation and 

logic

 sentences and paragraphs

 cohesion and coherence

 Are ideas and information set out clearly 

and logically? 

 How is the discourse organised? Is it 

cohesive and coherent?



Meaning  sense of the discourse

 meaning of individual unit

 meaning of the whole text

 Is/are the message/s clearly 

communicated at text level?

 Is the message of each of meaning clear?

 Is there any ambiguity?

Viewpoint  subjectivity versus 

objectivity

 perspective

 author’s voice

 Does the text contain opinion, persuasion, 

criticism, etc.?

 Are viewpoints subjective or objective (or 

both)?

 What are author’s intentions?

Culture and 

context

 proper nouns

 dialect, regionalism, slang

 quotation

 items out of context

 How culturally complex is the ST?

 Are you familiar with the cultural 

references?

 What further research needs to be done?



Features of special languages

 Monoreferentiality need for a single referent (one concept one term)

 Lack of emotion neutral tone

 Precision each term must point to its own concept = referential precision

 Transparency access a term’s meaning immediately through its form

 Conciseness reduction in textual surface

 Conservatism law and business  old forms

 Redundancy made and signed / null and void

 Relationship with general language specialisation of GL meanings

 Metaphor in LSP constitutive and exegetic metaphors

 Lexical productivity specialisation and metaphorisation



Syntactic features of special languages

 Omission of phrasal elements

 Expressive conciseness

 Premodification

 Nominalization

 Lexical density

 Sentence complexity

 Sentence length

 Use of verb tenses

 Use of the passive

 Depersonalisation



Textual features of special languages

 Anaphoric reference

 Use of conjunctions

 Thematic sequence

 Text genres

 Textual organisation: CARS model  establishing a territory – establishing a niche –
occupying the niche // IMRD model

 Argumentative pattern

Maurizio Gotti (2006)  Investigating Specialized Discourse Lang
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